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Poesy Empathy - Hidden Messages
Nice the Japanese Guide Dog : art piece or marketing gimmick?

For more information:
Contact : Ms. Petula Richards
(6016) 3182000
email@poesyliang.com

SINGAPORE
Name of Artist : Poesy Liang 梁⼩小詩
Countries of Origin : Malaysia/Taiwan
Title of Artwork : Poesy Empathy - Hidden Messages
Medium of Artwork : Experiential installation
Year of Production : 2014 - 2018
Dimensions : 13.5m x 6m x 4m
Language : English
Poesy was invited to present a social message
with Art Stage 2018 in Singapore.
Nice the Japanese Guide Dog comes to work everyday with
blind owner Lee Lee Lim so Poesy created a role for the dog.
Animal activists accused the production for ill-treatment
and sedating the dog who was unbelievably well-behaved.
Date
Venue

: January 25-28, 2018
: Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre
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Transcript of Lee Lee Lim’s statement recorded on January 28th 7pm :

"Initially my only innocent thought was that Nice will need a resting place.
We were discussing this in Starbucks less than a month ago, and then Poesy
came up with the idea “Let Nice be part of the show! Why not?!” and I didn’t
know how. As we spoke, it evolved. I am glad Nice found a good place to rest,
it was very well-constructed, very wide and the temperature was cool. Nice
was able to sleep as and when she likes, wake up and look around as and
when she likes. She may be the crowd puller for people to come to our
exhibition. At times I come off duty to go to the restroom, I will check on Nice
to see how she is doing. People will think Nice is a sculpture, but when she
looks up at me or stretches, people are quite amazed “Oh! This dog is alive!”
So I am very happy that she is a well-behaved dog, although I am not around
with her all the time but she knows that I am always there and she knew that
the people I have put to take care of her and to be around her, she can trust
them so she can psychologically be on standby and she is still safe. I am happy
that she can be part of this show. It really blew my mind with the outfit Poesy
made her. My friends said Nice looks so cute like a ballerina. It shows that
with art, everything is possible. For her unfortunate skin condition due to the
recent unpredictable weather of hot and cold changing very fast, as well as the
environmental stress - probably my family changed detergent - she might
have reacted to that which caused her skin condition to be quite alarming at
first, but it is beginning to heal as we progress along. To the people who are
concerned about her skin condition, thank you so much. She is not unwell in
anyway, it is just that the environmental stress is something we cannot avoid.
She is a guide dog and not a pet, she goes everywhere I go. I do not know the
floor condition that she will be lying in. As much as possible, I will put a mat.
For places where I cannot put a mat, I just have to be vigilant in showering
her or wiping her down whenever we get home. So this is what I have to say,
Nice is happy, she is not sad. She looks forward to come here everyday and
she can guide me here from the entrance to the booth.”
“Sight can be very deceiving. Nice is a guide dog. When I am working so
intensively, she needs a place to rest so this is actually a resting place for her.
Do not judge the book by its cover without knowing what is happening
because it is very unfair to judge us. She wasn’t sick. I really want to thank
Mei Mei Ng for taking Nice to the vet and helping us with the supplements
that Nice needs and ensure that her skin condition becomes better.”
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Statement from the artist Poesy Liang 梁⼩小詩 :
"Actually, my intentions for Nice was an afterthought. Her owner is Lee Lee Lim my
trainer for the blind team. I did not want to put Nice under a table or a chair for
such long hours when Lee Lee is on duty. So I created a role for Nice so she can
comfortably earn a salary too. Art Stage was kind to approve my request to build
Nice a platform where she can wait for Lee Lee comfortably - she was a natural
crowd puller so I felt that it was the best opportunity to drive an important message
about how we should never distract a working dog, be it a guide dog or a police
force K9. I concised the message down to 6 words : DO NOT PAT DOG ON DUTY,
and printed that on the wall as well as on Nice’s dress.”
“I was delighted to make Nice a new dress to replace her dog suit that she has worn
for many years. After Art Stage, I gifted the dress to Nice so she can continue to look
pretty when Lee Lee goes to work as an inspirational speaker! The message on the
back of her dress ‘DO NOT PAT DOG ON DUTY’ will continue its advocacy long
after we wrap up this project.”
“Nice is a gregarious baby like any happy dog. However when she is on duty, she is
unbelievably well-behaved. A dog on duty will only be activated when the owner
commands/asks for assistance. Lately Nice suffered from unidentified skin issues
that a few vets has diagnosed as environmental stress. Her fur was not looking good
and we were accused of ill-treating her. The Poesy Empathy family loves Nice (we
love everybody) so it hurt us that there are people who thought we sedated Nice for
the show. If anyone recognise her conditions, please share - don’t shoot us but help
us instead. The society of animal lovers must not be mean to one another. Besides
trying to prevent cruelty to animals, we should also practice treating fellow human
beings better. That is why I presented this show, with empathy on the platter.”
“Unfortunately the Hidden Messages of the Poesy Empathy project will remain
hidden to those who did not manage to experience the main part of the exhibition.
For those who had the full experience, the messages are loud and clear. I
deliberated to remove discrimination and immerse my users into a nonjudgemental world. People were surprised and touched. This uproar over Nice by
untrusting animal activists helped the objective and certainly nailed my point :
There would be no dispute over the welfare of Nice, if you have experienced the full
installation inside the blackbox. If you didn’t go inside, you actually do not have
credible opinions to deliver critical reviews and basically lacked the curiosity or
commitment to gain yourself some empathy.”
"The main meat of this work is inside the blackbox, behind the mysterious silver curtains
that curious fair visitors have been queuing to get into - leads to a sequence of
experiences, tasks, things & dialogue that trigger the users to experience a paradigm
shift. For impact, it was by deliberate design NOT to reveal the involvement of blind
people in the installation.
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It has been on my bucket list to work with the blind community and to learn from them.
After years of developing around the theme “Hidden Messages" I wanted to steer this
project away from 'inspiration porn’. The reasons are stated clearly in my earliest
literature for this project. This is not my first time working with the visually impaired,
back in August 2010 while I was starting my Bald Empathy Movement journey - Helping
Angels 善⾏行天使 (my random kindness movement on Facebook) collaborated with the
San Francisco branch of ‘Lighthouse for the Blind & Visually Impaired’ and I threw a
world class jazz concert for 100 blind friends."
Poesy Empathy production team has 12 members :
The artist
6 visually impaired installation guides & front of house
2 sighted production assistants
1 tech support + 1 tailor + 1 guide dog
You may follow Nice the Japanese Guide Dog on Facebook.
http://www.facebook.com/NicetheJapaneseGuideDog
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Scan here for the official release of this project.

